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1. Guidelines for using this document 
This document has been created to give you some friendly and accessible guidance to support yourself                

and your students throughout this turbulent time. The current situation with regards to Covid-19 is               

understandably stressful and upsetting for many of us, as our attention is drawn to our own physical                 

health, and that of those around us, it is also important to remember to care for our mental health and                    

wellbeing at this time. Self-isolation and quarantine can also have a significant impact on our mental                

wellbeing.  

 

This document links to many other resources, so please find the sections that speak to you the most and                   

follow the links and advice if you wish to access further support, advice and guidance.  

 

This will be a challenging time for many where being able to take even a few minutes in self-care seem                    

like a luxury. Do what you can, start simple and take small steps towards making things even a fraction                   

better for yourself. Any form of relief will support you in the long run, even if this is 30 seconds of deep                      

breathing.  

 

📣  TOP TIP 📣 

Start simple, Small steps and Stay kind to yourself  

 

 

 

 

If you have suggestions for improvement to this document, please contact us via the contact details in                 

the footer. 

1.1. Key 

Text Type Style 

General Headings Heading 1 

Sub-headings  Heading 2 

Subtitles Heading 3 

Paragraph Title Heading 4 

Paragraph text  Normal Text 
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2. Staff wellbeing during isolation  
In times of crisis it becomes essential to give attention to your wellbeing, especially if you are a teacher                   

or school staff, as you will already be under much pressure. Taking time to implement strategies to                 

support your overall wellbeing has never been as important as in today’s environment. This reality is                

giving us an opportunity to educate ourselves and learn to care for our wellbeing, as well as how to                   

support those around us. Self-care means taking a holistic view of our entire being and having                

strategies to care for each part. 

 

6 Types Of Health That Make Up Who We Are 

 

3. The Importance of Connection  
An important task in crisis is to find ways to maintain a strong sense of connection. 

 

We are social beings, interdependent and wired for connection. Across many studies of mammals, from               

the smallest rodents all the way to us humans, the data suggests that we are profoundly shaped by our                   

social environment and that we suffer greatly when our social bonds are threatened or severed. In these                 

times of isolation we will have to be creative in the ways we maintain connection to ourselves and                  

others. A deeper sense of connection will be important especially when we will spend much more time                 

online and connect virtually.  
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3.1. Connection With Self 
Self-connection is a state of being.  

 

It’s a state when you regularly tune in to your own emotional, spiritual, and physical needs, and actively                  

listen to them. We are present and aware of what is happening in our bodies. So that we can quickly                    

identify what our bodies are asking us to do and respond accordingly. In a state of heightened                 

self-connection we are more able to identify our needs and be creative in meeting them. If I am anxious,                   

I might need to calm my body down or do physical exercise to release built-up tension. I might feel sad                    

in times of isolation and know to reach out to friends, family or wellbeing services. As you enter a time                    

of isolation with a lot of uncertainty, you can support your wellbeing by learning to really know and                  

connect to yourself.  

 

When we experience stress and anxiety our bodies release hormones which naturally create a              

disconnect between the areas of our brains that deal with cognitive and emotional regulation. Our               

bodies go into survival mode temporarily and we diminish the ability to think rationally, we become                

reactive. In stressful situations, being able to make clear, considered decisions is highly important. BY               

practicing some of what is shared below you will be well placed to care for your wellbeing, so you can                    

continue being of service to yourself and your communities.  

 

📣  TOP TIP 📣 

Nobody is perfect at self connection all the time - don’t expect yourself to be as well - you are                    

human! The best we can do is to develop habits that ensure we regularly check in with ourselves.  

💡 CHECK OUT OUR RECOMMENDED TOOLS & RESOURCES HERE 💡 

 

3.2. Self Awareness  

This is a conscious knowledge of one's own character and feelings. The better we know ourselves, the                 

more accurately we can respond to our needs. There are lots of ways to increase this self-awareness.                 

Why don’t you try out and explore different tools and find what works best for you? Here are some                   

suggestions:  
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3.2.1. Ways To Build Self Awareness  

Mindfulness and Meditation 

“Mindfulness is the awareness that arises from paying attention, on purpose, in the present moment 

and non-judgmentally”. 

 

By observing our breath, body, feelings and thoughts without judgement, we start to identify patterns               

and translate the messages that our body is giving us into understanding of our needs. Mindfulness                

comes in many shapes and forms, so play around with what works for you; movement meditations can                 

be just as powerful as sitting still. 

 

📣  TOP TIP 📣 

Start Simple: with following your breath; breathe in for 5 seconds and breathe out through your                
mouth for 5. Repeat this 5-10 times. Choose a regular time to do this, either before each meal or                   
every time before starting an online class. This regulates your nervous system and by doing it regularly                 
you create a supportive pattern in your body.  

💡 CHECK OUT OUR RECOMMENDED TOOLS & RESOURCES HERE 💡 

 

Self Reflection 

The art of self reflection is about developing introspection. To put it simply it is like looking into a mirror                    

that reflects our internal world. Reflection means to think about something, so self-reflection is a time to                 

think about ourselves.  

 

We can foster self reflection by: writing our experiences, using powerful questions, identifying our wins               

and how we can improve, practicing gratitude.  

 

📣  TOP TIP 📣 

Do you know the Japanese term Ikigai? It means "a reason for being". The word refers to having a                   
direction or purpose in life, that gives satisfaction and a sense of meaning to life. Ikigai closely reflects                  
the inner self of an individual, and has been associated with health and longevity. 
Have a go at mapping your life onto this model  to help you find your Ikigai. 

💡 CHECK OUT OUR RECOMMENDED TOOLS & RESOURCES HERE 💡 
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Peer Reflection 

All of us have blindspots, and get stuck in patterns and habits. Having someone ask us powerful                 

questions can open up doors to parts of ourselves we would not be able to find alone. External support                   

can help expand our learning and self development. Whether it is by using a coach, therapist,                

peer-to-peer support or by starting a support group, it’s helpful to have a buddy.  

 

Contact your school coach or therapist /  or contact us to hear how we can support.  

 

📣  TOP TIP 📣 
Find a Buddy to explore different ways of fostering wellbeing. Use the collection of Recipes of                

Wellbeing: Here. 
A buddy is someone you make an agreement with to check in with regularly for support, this can be                   

support to hold you accountable for your desired goals or emotional support, that you can call when                 

you are in distress.  

💡 CHECK OUT OUR RECOMMENDED TOOLS & RESOURCES HERE 💡 

 

3.3. Essentials During Isolation 
3.3.1. Physical Health 

Our body is the most important instrument we have and it has a very clear recipe for staying healthy.                   

Sleep, nourishing food, hydration and movement. These are our basic needs to function well as human                

beings.  

Especially when we are under a lot of stress going back to basics becomes vital. Start small, celebrate                  

little victories and go back to square one when you fail. Samuel Beckett will be our inspiration for the                   

next few steps and he said.  

 
“Ever tried, ever failed, try again, fail again, fail better.”  

 

📣  TOP TIP FOR SLEEP 📣 
Turn off all technology 1.5 hours prior to bedtime and try not to look at your phone for the first hour                     

after waking up.  

📣  TOP TIP FOR FOOD 📣 
Try to reduce how much you snack, it’s easy to eat too regularly when the fridge is so close! Try                    

having specific times that you eat, spaced out during the day. 

📣  TOP TIP FOR MOVEMENT 📣 
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Try dancing, stretching, doing yoga or exercising from home. Be kind to yourself and make it                

manageable, start with 20min per day.  

💡 CHECK OUT OUR RECOMMENDED TOOLS & RESOURCES HERE 💡 

 

3.3.2. Managing Stress And Anxiety 

This will be a challenging time for many and our ability to manage our stress and anxiety levels will be                    

tested. The fundamentals will be obvious, however we often ignore the most basic step which is                

listening to our bodies and learning its messages. Make sure to sleep, eat healthy, focus on breath,                 

nutrition, connect with others and movement.  

 

📣  TOP TIP FOR ANXIETY AND STRESS 📣 
Be kind to yourself!  
Use this guide! Try out some of the suggestions and find what works for you. Also, reach out for 

support, identify who in your network can support you and ask them if they can be available to 

support you during this difficult time.  

 

3.3.3. Being Good Enough 

“Everything I desire is within me.” - Deepak Chopra 
 

Now is not the time to get stuck on perfection, please give yourself a break and allow yourself to be                    

good enough. This is a first for all of us, so you are allowed to fail. In the words of Samual Becket: Ever                       

failed, ever tried, try again, fail again, fail better.  

 

📣  TOP TIP 📣 

Use it in your lessons:  this as an opportunity to connect with your students, you are teaching online 

for the first time. Dare to fail and show them it is ok to not know something and learning together.  

💡 CHECK OUT OUR RECOMMENDED TOOLS & RESOURCES HERE 💡 
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3.3.4. Maintaining A Routine 

Routine will be KEY during these times. Create your own enriching morning & evening habits or rituals.                 

This allows you to take control of your day and feel a sense of empowerment no matter what is going                    

on. Morning routines support our own version of success. REMEMBER START SMALL!  

 

Here is are some examples of habits and rituals you could cultivate:  

 

3.3.5. Gratitude  

‘It’s impossible to judge when you are busy loving the world’, said the great Marshall Rosenberg,                

founder of the Non-violent Communication movement. Practicing gratitude regularly helps us to            

develop a deeper appreciation for our lives. By connecting with the things we are grateful for, we                 

become more aware of what we do have, and less focussed on what we don’t. Gratitude is powerful                  

medicine, it’s free and available any time you choose!  

 

"Life isn’t about waiting for the storm to pass… It is about learning to dancing in the rain" 

 

📣  TOP TIP FOR GRATITUDE 📣 

Try starting a WhatsApp group with a small group of friends, where you each share one thing you are 

grateful for each day. 

💡 CHECK OUT OUR RECOMMENDED TOOLS & RESOURCES HERE 💡 
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3.4. Connection With Others 
3.4.1. Peer to Peer Support Systems (Buddy System) 

The term Buddy System dates back to the 1940’s and has its origins in the US Military, where pilots                   

would look out for each other, often referred to as wingmen, a term which is still common across the                   

English speaking world. The buddy system is today used across many different fields to support               

employee wellbeing.  

 

“I look out for you and you look out for me” 

 

What are the benefits: 

● Gain control of managing staff own wellbeing  

● Help staff spot signs of stress in themselves, manage and reduce it.  
● Creating a stronger bond with friends, partners or colleagues.  
● Increased learning and development  

 

How does it work:  

● Share together what your goals/intentions/wishes are for during this time.  

● Reviewing each other’s goals and progress 

● Setting specific times to check in with each other 

● Identifying what tasks do and don’t need a Buddy System 

● Creating a procedure for what happens if a buddy doesn’t check in 
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Types of Buddy Systems:  

Emotional / Empathy Support  

Someone that can provide a safe non-judgmental space for you to be heard. Being heard and seen 

emotionally is a fundamental human need.  

Accountability  

Helping each other stay motivated and on track with what we wish to achieve.  

Group Peer Support / Coaching  

A safe non-judgmental space for a small group to support each other,  focused on goal setting, 

processing experiences, deepening awareness around key issues, taking action, and accountability.  

 

📣  TOP TIP 📣 

Start Simple!  

 Ask one person to have a 10 min check-in twice a day, morning and afternoon. How are you? What 

do you wish will happen today? / How are you? What are your 3 celebrations/Learnings of the day?  

💡 CHECK OUT OUR RECOMMENDED TOOLS & RESOURCES HERE 💡 

 

3.4.2. Online Socialising 

It seems the switch has flipped on this one! We know the damaging impacts social media and socialising                  

online can have on our mental wellbeing. However, at times like these, it’s a powerful tool to keep                  

connected with our loved ones and combating feelings of isolation. That said, we still need to monitor                 

our habits online. Over-consumption of information and news is easily done, so be mindful of how much                 

time you are spending online.  

 

There are so many creative ways to connect to your friends and loved ones from your living room. Why                   

not host a dance party where you all play the same song and dance together? Or invite a group to join a                      

sharing circle, where you each check-in on how you are coping? 

 

📣  TOP TIP 📣 

Create an online date with a friend or family member. Prepare a nice meal, light a candle and eat 

together. 

💡 CHECK OUT OUR RECOMMENDED TOOLS & RESOURCES HERE 💡 
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3.4.3. Social Action  

Feeling valued by those around us is fundamental to our happiness. People who volunteer or take action                 

to support their community receive a deep sense of purpose from their work and thus are likely to have                   

better health and wellbeing. In fact, they experience quicker recovery from ill health, lower risk of                

mortality, better functioning, increased life satisfaction, reduced loneliness and isolation, and less            

chance of developing depression.  

 

📣  TOP TIP 📣 

Join your local COVID-19 Mutual Aid Group and see how you can support those near to you. 

💡 CHECK OUT OUR RECOMMENDED TOOLS & RESOURCES HERE 💡 

 

3.4.4. Fostering Hope and Inspiration  

There are always opportunities to be found in times of crisis. With ‘business as usual’ no longer possible,                  

perhaps it’s a chance to really give ourselves space to explore a new way of being? Perhaps re-examining                  

the purpose of education and focussing more on our holistic health? 

 

The world has never come together this quickly and mass creativity is on the rise in response to such                   

radical change. Groups everywhere are coming together to create solutions and support each other. The               

compassion being shown towards each other on a global scale is incredible to see. What if we spent                  

time really sitting with the care and attention that is being offered to others in these times? What                  

feeling are you left with when you really tune in to the power of the human heart? 

 

 

📣  TOP TIP 📣 

Think of 5 small acts of kindness you could do for your loved ones today. Take the time gift these to 

anyone you feel could use an inspirational moment.  

💡 CHECK OUT OUR RECOMMENDED TOOLS & RESOURCES HERE 💡 
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4. Connection with Nature 
Now more than ever is the time to find moments to immerse yourself in nature. We might be limited in                    

what we can do outside of the house given the government guidelines, but that shouldn’t get in the way                   

of accessing the therapeutic benefits of spending time outdoors. Even short moments of connecting              

with nature can have a profound impact on our wellbeing, especially if done regularly. 

 

Nature immersion is proven to have so many physical and psychological benefits, some of the main                

benefits are; 

● Improving our mood, helping us to feel motivated and energised. 

● Lowering cortisol production in the body (the stress hormone), which helps us to reach a state                

of inner calm and peace. 

● Improving our brain function, leading to enhanced memory, attention and focus, and increased             

problem-solving and creative skills. 

● Getting us out of our heads and into our bodies. 

● Giving us a feeling of awe and wonder, creating a sense of connection and belonging 

● Lowering our BMI 

Read more about the benefits of nature to our health here. 
 

📣  TOP TIP 📣 

If you can’t access nature, try making yourself a cup of tea and looking out at the sky for 10 minutes, 

watching the world go by. See what you notice, what sounds, colours and animals you can see or 

hear. 

 

5. How To Support Your Students  
This is a time where you have the opportunity to connect with your students in a new way.  

Your opportunities are:  

● Common Ground: You are all going through this together which can create a real sense of                

togetherness.  

● Safe Space: The lessons with you may be their only normality or familiarity for them at the                 

moment  

● Mutuality: You will be teaching them in a new environment as will they be learning in one. 

● Connection and Openness: Your students will need your support more than usual, many of              

them might be struggling with their work, mental health and being at home and not have the                 

awareness to identify their own needs. Learning to deeply listen to your students will support               

them.  

● Togetherness: Create Group Agreement instead of classroom behaviour: Co- create ways you            

will all be together in lessons and in one to one’s: 
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- Respect ourselves and each other 

- Arrive on time 

- Have fun 

- Honesty 

- Trust yourself, Trust each other, Trust the process. 

- Be willing to try new things 

- Participate fully 

- Listen well 

 

Tips for your students before they start the lesson: 

● Dedicated Learning space: Create a learning space at home they can be focused in  

● Have all equipment ready 

● Have some water  

 

5.1. Begin Lessons  
● Short Check in: Three deep breaths or 1 minute of stillness: How am I feeling today: 

Can ask each student and yourself to share a word they are feeling  

● Guided meditation (See resources) 

● Create positive vibes: When we feel positive we learn and focus better. Share funny story,               

positive or inspiring news about current situation, play a song, share a, quote of the day  

 

5.2. During Lessons 
● If you see the energy is low or a lack of engagement. Take a moment to stand up and do a                     

stretch, a power pose, 5 squats or a shake out. 

● You could put on a song to move to for a few minutes. 

 

5.3. End Lessons 
● Name something you are taking away,  or name an action you are committing to. 

● What Went Well: Celebrate what went well, what did they learn, overcome….  

Ask a few students to share. 

You can also create this as a board and grow it over time 

● Offer to stay on to chat one to one with students or set up a one to one slot to check in  

 

5.4. How to Create Connection with Students in times of COVID-19  
● Use humour - Many memes and videos are being created of what people are doing creatively                 

with their free time. Use this to connect to your students, share with them funny moments of                 
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being in isolation. Idea: start a giggles group where students are encouraged to share funny               

videos and memes. Laughter is a wellbeing booster.  

● Reassurance - be honest and take this as an opportunity to share your process and encourage                

them to reflect over their process. We will all have emotional waves, it’s ok to not feel ok.  

● Common Ground: We have said this a few times, because we truly believe that this is a great                  

opportunity for school staff to establish partnership and deepen relationships with their            

students. You are in the same boat.  

● Set a creative challenge: Many people are using creativity as a way to support the large amount                 

of free time they have. This is a time where there is no right and wrong when it comes to                    

creativity. Ask them to create something out of what they have at home. For example: illustrate                

your isolation experience with what you are allowed to use at home. 

 

📣  TOP TIP 📣 

Use this as an opportunity to connect with your students, you are teaching online for the first time. 

Dare to fail and show them it is ok to be learning something for the first time.. 

Ask for their help around technology.  

💡 CHECK OUT OUR RECOMMENDED TOOLS & RESOURCES HERE 💡 

 

6. Useful Contacts & Resources  
Follow the link in the purple box for useful contacts and resources. 
 

📣  TOP TIP 📣 

Everyone is craving connection in these times. So reaching out to others, to organisations for support 

will be really welcome. Perhaps there’s someone close to you that would benefit from some of these 

resources? 

💡 CHECK OUT OUR RECOMMENDED TOOLS & RESOURCES HERE 💡 

 

 

7. Inspirations in time of COVID19  
 

🏥  
170000 People 
Volunteer for the 
NHS in 15 hours!  

 🍀 
Huge Drop in 
Air Pollution! 

 👏🏽👏🏿👏🏻 
People around the 
world are clapping 
for their frontline 

 🎶🎺🎹 
Flashmob 
concerts on 
balconies to keep 
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staff! up moral!  
 

8. About us  

Melissa Abecassis  

Coach Mediator(Dialogue) Facilitator  

Connection Reconciliation Collaboration  

 

Her driving questions in life are: What makes us feel alive? And how do we live and work in integrity to                     

that feeling? All of her work is based on these questions. She works with young people, women and                  

changemakers. She is a wellbeing practitioner in a girl school as well as facilitating spaces for connection,                 

communication and collaboration for changemakers. Supporting her clients to find deeper connections            

to themselves, others and the earth.  

 

Her Favourite tools are: Non-Violent Communication, Dragon Dreaming, Systemic impact, Clowning. 

Her current projects are; ChangeMakerExchange, Empathy Dinners and Wellbeing for Youth.  

Past projects: Empathy Cafe, EcoMe Peace Centre, Kids 4 Peace 

 

Sign up to her: Sugar Cubes (aka a Newsletter)  

 

Max Girardeau 

 

Max is a co-founder of The Visionaries - an organisation supporting school staff and adolescents to thrive                 

in life through nature connection, wellbeing and community-based rites of passage. They offer             

transformative programmes in nature as well as in-school teacher training and student workshops. You can               

read more about his career and the work of The Visionaries on their website here. 
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Max has a wealth of experience in character education, supporting schools to develop transformative              

educational programmes using nature-based learning experiences. He is a qualified Mountain Leader and             

runs the Forest Family Camp every year, helping families with young children to connect with nature, and                 

explore sustainable and collaborative community living. He has a background in youth work, working with the                

National Citizen Service, and has trained in wilderness rites of passage with the School of Lost Borders. 

 

Nikki Levitan 

 

Nikki is an empowerment coach, wellbeing practitioner and a community          

builder. 

 

She is a Wellbeing practitioner at JFS secondary school, supporting students,           

staff and parents to make the wellbeing of each person a priority. 

 

Along with Max, Nikki is also a co-founder of The Visionaries - an organisation              

supporting school staff and adolescents to thrive in life through nature connection, wellbeing and              

community-based rites of passage. 

Empowering school communities to raise the next generation of changemakers, who care deeply about              

nature and who are driven to make the world a better place. 

Nikki’s dedicated work with young people focuses on their life skills, teaching emotional wellbeing,              

leadership, social responsibility and positive psychology. She does this by creating safe, non             

judgemental, creative spaces supporting self discovery and personal development. 
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